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a b s t r a c t 

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) need imaging optics with large apertures and high

image intensities to map the faint Cherenkov light emitted from cosmic ray air showers onto their image

sensors. Segmented reflectors fulfill these needs, and composed from mass production mirror facets they

are inexpensive and lightweight. However, as the overall image is a superposition of the individual facet

images, alignment remains a challenge. Here we present a simple, yet extendable method, to align a

segmented reflector using its Bokeh. Bokeh alig nment does not need a star or good weather nights but

can be done even during daytime. Bokeh alignment optimizes the facet orientations by comparing the

segmented reflectors Bokeh to a predefined template. The optimal Bokeh template is highly constricted

by the reflector’s aperture and is easy accessible. The Bokeh is observed using the out of focus image of a

near by point like light source in a distance of about 10 focal lengths. We introduce Bokeh alignment on

segmented reflectors and demonstrate it on the First Geiger-mode Avalanche Cherenkov Telescope (FACT)

on La Palma, Spain.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The IACT technique and its large effective area has opened the

ery high energy γ ray sky to astronomy. Almost [1] all former

2,3] , current [4–8] , and future IACTs [9,10] make use of segmented

maging reflectors with apertures up to 614 m 

2 [6] . Segmented

eflector facets can be mass produced inexpensively with an ac-

eptable image quality. Facets are much lighter than a monolithic

irror, and thus allow for very fast telescope repositioning e.g. for

ray burst hunting. 

However, there is one challenge to segmented reflectors. This

s the task of manipulating the mirror facet orientations and po-

itions to improve the image quality, also known as alignment.

lignment needs to be done not only during installation but also

n case of repair and replacement of facets. To find the few γ ray
nduced events in the far more numerous class of hadronic cos- 
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ic ray induced events, the air shower records are analyzed for

eometrical properties. This makes imaging quality and alignment

mportant for an IACT. 

. Current methods

To tackle the challenge of alignment, several approaches are in

se. We can summarize them in three categories. First, there is the

 f alignment, which is simple and does neither need star light nor

ark nights [3,8,11] . However, 2 f alignment is geometrically very

estricted, which makes e.g. reaching the inner facets, that might

e shadowed by the image sensor housing, a challenge. A second

lass of alignment methods uses remote controllable orientation

ctuators on the mirror facets and the live image of a star on a

edicated screen [6,12] . The screen is best positioned in the re-

ector’s focal plane, which might conflict with the image sensor

osition. Since the mirror actuation needs to be used extensively

o overcome the PSF facet ambiguity, these methods do not scale

o well with the number of facets. Also a lot of custom hardware

s needed. Furthermore one gains no additional information about

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2016.05.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Fig. 1. A thin lens and an image sensor, facing an object where the image distance 

b is not equal to the image sensor distance d , b � = d . This is the out of focus situation. 
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the individual facet surfaces. Most importantly this method needs

a bright star and can only tolerate faint clouds. Only if the image

sensor distance can be altered or the out of focus effect can be

corrected for differently, then a close by artificial light source can

be used instead of a star. Third, there are methods based on the

ideas of SCCAN [13] , which track a star and observes the reflec-

tions of the facets on a camera located in the reflector’s focal point

[14,15] . However, this method is also complex, and needs a bright

star. Without a second camera, the method also favors clear nights

[15] . Although the mounting of the camera in the reflector’s focal

point can be overcome with a 45 ° mirror, no SCCAN based IACT

alignment implementation [14,15] is mounted permanently yet. 

In this paper we present a new method, that overcomes most

of these limitations. We call it Bokeh alignment. This novel method

is less geometrically restricted than the 2 f method and has fewer

problems regarding shadowing. It is a simple method, which does

not need a lot of custom hardware or software. Yet it gives in-

formation about individual mirror facet surfaces. Bokeh alignment

does not need equipment to be installed in the reflector’s focal

point or focal plane. Finally it can be done anytime, even during

the day. 

We will first introduce the Bokeh and the Depth of Field on

general, thin imaging systems. Second, we will discuss the Bokeh

in the special case of segmented reflectors and its close relation to

alignment. Third, we will present how to align a segmented reflec-

tor using Bokeh alignment without star light or dark nights. Finally,

we will show the most simple flavor of Bokeh alignment, done on

the First Geiger-mode Avalanche Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) in a

step by step manner. 

3. Depth of Field and the Bokeh 

All real imaging optics have a nonzero aperture, i.e. the aper-

ture diameter D is greater zero. Furthermore, all nonzero aperture

imaging optics have the effect of Depth of Field. The Depth of Field

makes the image of objects look blurred on the image sensor in

case these objects are out of focus . This blurring is described by

the Bokeh function B of the imaging system. Bokeh is best known

in photography where it is used to achieve certain image compo-

sitions [16] . The Depth of Field blurring has also been discussed

for IACTs [17–19] , in particular in the context of image and object

distances and its impact on the air shower image analysis. 

3.1. Bokeh on thin imaging optics 

The idealized thin imaging optic bends the incoming light only

in its aperture plane. In practice, this is a good approximation for

lenses and reflectors with a large F -number, F = f/D where f is the

optic’s focal length. On thin imaging optics, the Bokeh effect is de-

scribed by the geometry of the thin lens equation 

1 

f 
= 

1 

b 
+ 

1 

g 
, (1)

together with an image sensor plane located at distance d , see

Fig. 1 . The thin lens equation defines the image distance b where

an image sensor must be placed, on an imaging system with focal

length f , in order to obtain a sharp image of an object in distance

g . In contrast to this in focus situation, the image sensor can be

placed elsewhere, e.g. in d � = b , and the image of the object in dis-

tance g becomes out of focus , see Fig. 1 . 

In this case, the point like object in distance g is not mapped

sharply onto the image sensor plane in distance d and becomes

blurred. This intensity distribution of the object on the image sen-

sor is called Bokeh function B ( r , ϕ). In the case of thin imaging

optics, this Bokeh B ( r , ϕ) is equal to the aperture function A ( r , ϕ)
p to a scaling factor in size 
r B 
r A 

 (r, ϕ) = 

r B 
r A 

A (r, ϕ) . (2)

he Aperture function A ( r , ϕ) is a two dimensional encoding of the

ransmission or reflection coefficient of the aperture. Here ϕ and

 are the polar coordinates orthogonal to the optical axis. Given

ig. 1 we use the intercept theorem and Eq. (1) to find the scaling

etween B and A 

r B 
r A 

= 1 − d 

(
1 

f 
− 1 

g 

)
. (3)

.2. How to observe the Bokeh of an imaging optic 

The image of an object plane in distance g , which is mapped

nto an out of focus image sensor in d , is the result of a convolu-

ion of the object plane with the imaging system’s Bokeh function

 ( r , ϕ). When there is only a single δ-distribution like feature in

he object plane, the image shows the convolution kernel itself,

.e. the Bokeh function B ( r , ϕ). Therefore, to get an imaging op-

ic’s Bokeh B one only needs to acquire images of a point like light

ource in an out of focus configuration. 

.3. The Bokeh of segmented imaging reflectors 

On segmented imaging reflectors the aperture function A has

pecial features because of the shape of the mirror facets and the

aps in-between them. Since the Bokeh function B is a scaling of

he aperture function A , see Eq. (3) , it will also have these special

eatures. However, this is only true when the individual facets are

ell aligned. 

The Figs. 2 and 3 show both the same well aligned segmented

maging reflector. The difference in the figures is the image sen-

or position, which is an in focus set-up in Fig. 2 and an out of

ocus set-up in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows that B strongly depends on the

lignment state of the reflector. The light bundles of the individ-

al facets might overlap, and thus lead to obvious mismatches be-

ween A and B . 

.4. The 2 f method is a special case of Bokeh alignment 

In 2 f alignment, the light source or Bokeh lamp is placed in g =
 f and the image sensor to observe the mirror facet reflections

s also placed in d = 2 f . According to Eq. (1) , this is the in focus

onfiguration and according to Eq. (3) the Bokeh ratio is 
r B 
r A 

= 0 .

herefore the observed Bokeh B becomes a point like r B = 0 spot

bserved during the 2 f alignment. 
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Fig. 2. A well aligned segmented imaging reflector in Davies Cotton [20] configuration is observing a tree in distance g . Only two of the four mirror light bundles are 

highlighted. The image sensor is placed in distance d = b, which corresponds to the in focus situation of Eq. (1) . 

Fig. 3. The segmented imaging reflector as in Fig. 2 . A point like light source shines into the reflector while the image sensor is out of focus in d � = b . The image of the light 

source reveals the Bokeh B , see Section 3.2 . All mirror light bundles are highlighted. 

Fig. 4. The segmented imaging reflector as in Fig. 3 , but now the second facet from the top is misaligned. B does no longer match the scaled A . 
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. How to perform Bokeh alignment on a segmented reflector 

We make use of the Bokeh’s dependence on the alignment state

f a segmented reflector to formulate an alignment procedure. The

acets can be aligned by matching the reflector’s actual Bokeh B to

n ideal Bokeh template B template , which is the Bokeh of the well

ligned reflector. In case of thin imaging systems, Eq. (2) shows

s a simple way to obtain such a template B template . We just have

o know the aperture A of the segmented reflector to calculate

 template using the scaling Eq. (3) . On non-thin imaging systems
ne can improve the B template by using different techniques, see

ection 6.1 . In general the following steps have to be done. 

• Create a Bokeh template B template of the well aligned segmented

reflector. 

• Place a screen on the reflector in distance d to project the re-

flector’s Bokeh B on. The screen should not cause additional

shadowing, i.e. it should not be bigger than the image sensor

housing of the telescope. 
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Fig. 5. FACT is located on Canary island La Palma, Spain. It inherited its mount and the mirror facets from HEGRA [21] . While pioneering silicon photomultipliers for IACTs, 

FACT is monitoring γ ray bright Blazars such as Mrk 421 and Mrk 501. Photograph by Thomas Krähenbühl. 

Table 1 

Basic imaging reflector properties of FACT. 

Focal length f 4.889 m 

Number of facets 30 

Facet mounting Manual adjustment on tripod 

Reflector geometry along optical axis 1/2 Davies Cotton + 1/2 parabola 

Reflector area A 9.51 m 

2 

Effective reflector area A eff 8.80 m 

2 

Effective aperture diameter D eff 3.35 m 

Maximum aperture diameter D max 3.93 m 

Effective F-number, f / D eff 1.46 

F-number, f / D max 1.25 

Image sensor diameter, FoV 0.39 m, 4.5 °

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Bokeh parameters for the alignment of FACT. Given f and r A from FACT’s design, we 

chose r B and d to fit our needs. Finally, we calculate g according to Eq. (3) . 

Aperture radius r A 1 .633 m 

Bokeh radius r B 0 .190 m 

Bokeh scaling r B 
r A 

0 .1164 

B template distance d 4 .789 m 

Bokeh lamp distance g 49 .939 m 
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• Point the telescope to a point like light source in distance g . We

call this light source Bokeh lamp. 

• Observe the projected Bokeh B on the screen and compare it to

the template B template . 

• Align each facet to make its own B on the screen overlap with

its B template . 

• When the reflector’s Bokeh B matches B template , the reflector is

aligned. 

5. The Bokeh alignment of FACT 

We performed Bokeh alignment on FACT in May 2014 in the

simple way explained in Section 4 . It should be noted that for the

Bokeh alignment of FACT, not a single line of computer program

was written. Further, the whole procedure, including preparation

and hardware construction, took only a single day. All the tools

used were: 

• A Bokeh lamp, 3 W LED 

• A desktop printer 

• A consumer image processing tool, GIMP on gnu-Linux 

• A consumer photo camera, Nikon DSLR with telephoto lens 

• A laser distance meter 

• Water levels and laser cross line levels 

Table 1 and Fig. 5 show the basic properties of FACT’s imaging

system. 
.1. Creating the Bokeh template B template for the well aligned FACT 

First we need to know the Bokeh B template of the well aligned

ACT. We assume that FACT’s imaging system is thin, i.e. that

he methods from Chapter 3.1 are applicable. It is important to

ote, that FACT’s reflector is neither thin in Davies Cotton nor in

arabolic configuration. In Section 6.1 we extend the method to

onthin imaging systems. For this first demonstration however, we

estricted ourselves to the thin lens approximation, for the sake

f simplicity. Now we can, according to Eq. (2) , use the aperture

unction A to get the Bokeh template B template . In a distance > 10 f

f FACT, we take a picture of the reflector’s aperture A with a tele-

hoto lens for minimal distortions and measure A with maximum

ontrast, see the red part of Fig. 6 . 

.2. Creating the Bokeh template screen 

The Bokeh template B template is printed on paper and glued onto

 flat shield. This template screen serves as temporary imaging

creen, see Fig. 7 . The size of the screen r B is chosen such that

he screen does not create additional shadowing on the reflector.

he screen is mounted on the telescope in distance d w.r.t. the re-

ector, which is 10 cm on top of FACT’s image sensor. The Bokeh

arameters of the alignment of FACT are shown in Table 2 . 

.3. Observing FACT’s Bokeh 

To observe the Bokeh B from the currently misaligned reflector,

e point the telescope to our Bokeh lamp, see Fig. 8 . Our reflector

hen maps the actual B onto the B template screen. For crosscheck,

he single mirror facet’s B now should have the same size as the

ndividual facet templates in B template . 
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Fig. 6. The aperture function A in red, extracted from the aperture photograph. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article). 

Fig. 7. Mounting and positioning the B template screen in front of FACT’s image sensor using the laser cross line level. 
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.4. Aligning FACT using its Bokeh 

We reorient each mirror facet to make its individual B over-

ap the corresponding one in B template . When the overlap is maxi-

ized, the alignment is done. The mirror joints are operated man-

ally while watching the B template screen and the B on it. Figs. 8 –

0 show the Bokeh alignment of FACT during, before, and after the

lignment. 

.5. Investigating individual facets using Bokeh 

In the same way as the overall Bokeh of a segmented reflec-

or tells about the alignment sate of its facets, the individual facet

okeh tells about the properties of the facet’s surface. Figs. 11 and

2 show close up sections from Fig. 10 . Different types of sur-

ace distortions can be found. For example on FACT, the Bokeh re-

eals that all mirror facets have surface distortions at their tripod
ounts. In contrast to the more advanced Phase Measuring Deflec-

ometry (PMD) technique [22] , a facet’s Bokeh gives only limited

nformation to reconstruct the facet’s surface normals. But the ad-

antage of the Bokeh method is its simple execution so that facet

eformations, e.g. due to aging, might be recognized on a daily ba-

is while the facets are installed on the telescope. Individual facet

urface deformation information cannot be deduced easily from a

SF image, where all individual facet PSFs are stacked on top of

ach other. 

.6. Resulting Imaging performance on FACT 

FACT was initially aligned in 2011 using the 2 f method [8] . The

SF achieved in the 2 f method was in use until May 2014, and is

hown in Fig. 13 . This PSF lead in particular to the characteriza-

ion of the γ ray emission from the Crab nebula [23] . In May 2014

he reflector geometry was reconfigured to form a hybrid of Davies
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Fig. 8. In the upper left we see FACT’s sensor housing and the Bokeh template screen on top of the imaging sensor. In the lower right part we see the Bokeh lamp. The 

lower half of B already matches B template . In the background, the MAGIC I telescope can be seen. 

Fig. 9. The initial Bokeh B on FACT before alignment. It looks nothing like the 

template. 

Fig. 10. The Bokeh B after finishing alignment. We finished alignment in late dawn. 

B now matches the B template , compare Fig. 6 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. A homogeneous facet Bokeh. 4th row from top, 1st from left in Fig. 10 . 

Fig. 12. A partially distorted facet Bokeh. 2nd row from top, 2nd from left in Fig. 10 . 
Cotton and parabola in order to improve the time resolution [24] of

the reflector. After this reconfiguration, FACT was unusable since

every facet was arbitrarily oriented. We performed the realignment

using the novel Bokeh method. The new PSF after Bokeh alignment

is shown in Fig. 14 . Bokeh alignment achieved a PSF similar in size

to the one before the reflector reconfiguration. We did one Bokeh

alignment iteration in one day. The PSF images in Figs. 13 and

14 are recorded in the reflector’s focal plane using a 6 × 6 cm 

2 
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Fig. 13. Image of star Arcturus in inverse color scale before the reflector reconfigu- 

ration. This PSF was achieved using the 2 f method in 2011. The 1 σ area A σ = 62 . 0 

arcmin 2 is shown in red. For comparison, a FACT pixel is shown in blue. (For inter- 

pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article). 

Fig. 14. Image of star Arcturus in inverse color scale after reflector reconfiguration 

and Bokeh alignment. The 1 σ area A σ = 65 . 5 arcmin 2 is shown in red. For com- 

parison, a FACT pixel is shown in blue. Due to wind during the exposure, the PSF 

here does not show the same sharp features as they can be found in Fig. 13 . (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article). 

r  
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d  

Table 3 

The FACT PSF 1 σ area before and after the reflector reconfiguration and Bokeh 

alignment, see Figs. 13 and 14 . 

Reflector state A σ [arcmin 2 ] 

Before reconfiguration 62.0 

After reconfiguration too large to be recorded 

After Bokeh alignment 65.5 

Fig. 15. Simulated light distribution on the Bokeh screen of FACT, darker is more 

intense. Differences show up when comparing it to the thin lens approximated 

B template shown in Fig. 6 . 
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[

adiometrically calibrated image sensor while FACT is tracking the

tar Arcturus. This dedicated image sensor was made out of a vin-

age medium format camera (Hasselblad 6x6) and an industrial ccd

amera. Mounted on FACT, this image sensor covers 0.75 ° × 0.75 °.
n both Figs. 13 and 14 , an enclosure ellipse of the light intensity

istribution is highlighted in red together with a blue FACT pixel
perture for size comparison. The PSF in Fig. 14 is a bit blurred be-

ause of wind during the exposure. The enclosure ellipse areas A σ

re compared in Table 3 . 

If the time for more complex alignment methods can be af-

orded, Bokeh alignment is still efficient to be performed in ad-

ance as it was done later for the NAMOD alignment of FACT. [15] .

. Outlook 

In this outlook, we want to show what Bokeh alignment might

ook and feel like in the future, when one combines it with ray

racing simulations and computer vision [25] . 

.1. Dropping the thin lens approximation — B template redone in ray 

racing 

Actual imaging systems are not thin and especially IACT op-

ics are not thin with f / D below 2. After the first Bokeh alignment

f FACT, we used ray tracing to obtain a better approximation of

 template based on FACT’s actual nonthin imaging reflector. Fig. 15

hows the simulated light distribution on FACT’s Bokeh screen for

he configuration stated in Table 2 . The actually used B template , cre-

ted using the thin lens approximation and shown in Fig. 6 , is in-

eed slightly different from the ray tracing B template . For example

he overlap of the facet edges is not predicted by the thin lens

pproximation. Using this B template will result in a better PSF and

s currently investigated on the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)

9] Medium Size Telescope (MST) prototype in Berlin Adlershof. 
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6.2. A B template for off axis observation 

To increase further the flexibility, one could create B template for

an off axis configuration using ray tracing simulation. Here the

Bokeh lamp is not restricted to the reflector’s optical axis. This way

the inner facets of the reflector can be reached more easily in case

the telescope’s sensor housing is shadowing them. 

6.3. Avoiding all facet ambiguity 

The problem of facet ambiguity is avoided when using a video

projector instead of a simple lamp as Bokeh light source. This way

the projector can address individual facets without illuminating

the rest, which eliminates all ambiguity in the facet Bokeh rela-

tion. 

6.4. Observing B very fast 

FACT’s Bokeh alignment took several hours since we relied on

pure eye hand coordination. However, the observation of B can

also be done very quickly since all misalignment information of

the facets can be deduced from a single photograph of B . 

6.5. Observing B during the day 

The observation capabilities of B depend only of the ratio of

Bokeh lamp light intensity to ambient light intensity on the Bokeh

screen. For the night, dusk, and dawn, a 3 W Bokeh lamp worked

for FACT but during the day, a more powerful Bokeh lamp is

needed. We tested with a consumer flash light on FACT and have

been able to record B in direct sunlight. 

6.6. Alignment for all telescope elevations 

On large telescopes gravitational slump effects the alignment

depending on the elevation. Since a Bokeh flash light is small it can

be lifted to desired elevations rather easy using a floating balloon,

fastened to the ground, or a multi copter drone. Precise positioning

of the Bokeh lamp is not crucial when the off axis Bokeh template

is calculated and the lamp’s position is reconstructed accurately. 

6.7. Next level Bokeh alignment 

The lid of the telescope’s image sensor will serve as Bokeh

screen and will therefore be matt white. A flying drone is given

a remote controlled flash light as Bokeh lamp. Additionally, drone

cameras are mounted on the edge of the reflectors in order to re-

construct stereoscopically the position of the drone. A lid camera,

located in the reflector dish, is observing the lid screen. A com-

puter vision based Bokeh program reads out the lid camera, and

the drone position. 

During dusk, the drone is started. Following the drone, the

telescopes are moved to typical observation elevations. The Bokeh

flash light is fired by the Bokeh program and the resulting Bokeh

on the lid screen is recorded by the lid camera. Now the Bokeh

program feeds the relative orientation of the drone and the tele-

scope to a ray tracing simulation. The ray tracing simulation then

returns the B template for this particular configuration as proposed

in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 . From the deviations in between B template 

and B , the Bokeh program calculates the correction manipulations

for the facets and sends these instructions to the mirror facet

orientation control system of the telescope. 

In such a setup one can: 

• align the telescope without star light, dark nights or good

weather. 
• align without any overlap with γ ray observation time. 

• reach an alignment accuracy that is not intrinsically limited by

the thin lens approximation. 

• acquire the facet orientations for any telescope elevation. 

• have special B template for individual use cases. 

• keep track of each facet surface conditions. 

• align a whole array of IACTs with a single flying drone. 

. Conclusion 

In a first demonstration we aligned the FACT IACT using Bokeh

lignment in a single day and a single iteration from an useless

tate, after a reflector reconfiguration, to an operational state for

ray astronomy. Bokeh alignment is inexpensive, fast and more

ersatile than current methods for the alignment of a segmented

eflector. Boke alignment is simple, and does not need a lot of cus-

om hardware or software. Yet it gives information about individ-

al mirror facet surfaces and does neither need star light nor dark

ights to align a segmented reflector. Boke alignment could even

e done during the day. 

Therefore, we believe that Bokeh alignment is ideal to align a

arge number of Cherenkov telescopes, for instance the upcoming

herenkov Telescope Array (CTA). 
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